
Seviqc Brežice 

Project Proposal Form Guidelines 

 

Seviqc Brežice is an early music festival with its programme range spanning the long period from the Middle 

Ages to the First World War. It is performed exclusively with period instruments. Each festival event (concert) 

is planned as a special project and we strive to give it full artistic identity. All festival concert venues are 

national heritage places. Each venue has its own speciality and demands a customized approach. By setting 

concerts in these special settings we are striving to increase the artistic level and appeal of the festival. For 

more information you are welcome to visit http://www.seviqc-brezice.si/. 

 

The Ars Ramovš Institute receives numerous and diverse offers from various artists wishing to participate, 

which we welcome. The following Project Proposal Form (PPF) allows us to obtain a better overview of these 

offers and makes festival programme planning easier and more long-term oriented. Completed PPFs enable 

a more impartial selection process and improve the finalization of the festival programme. All fields are 

mandatory, unless explicitly mentioned.  

 

When completing your PPF please be advised that: 

 All project proposals must be in English. 

 Texts must be written in the third person (e.g. he has taken violin courses with…, they have played 

at…), avoiding the use of the personal pronoun in the first person (e.g. I have taken violin classes 

with…, we have played at…) unless section 3 (Artists’ message to visitors).  

 Character limits must be complied with. This is important as your project is not the only one we will 

promote, and the information on all festival artists has to be similar. 

 No questions or data fields in the form should be deleted. 

 If character limits are not complied with and if not all questions are answered, the PPF will be 

disregarded. 

 All necessary attachments should be provided alongside the completed PPF; however, please provide 

only the attachments that are vital for the presentation of your project. 

 

As we are collecting event proposals for years in advance, not solely for one festival season, there is no 

particular deadline for sending your PPF. If you have a really good project, take time and prepare a 

compelling presentation.  

 

How to send us your PPF: 

 Email it (in electronic form only) to info@k-ramovs.si with “PPF: name of the ensemble” as the subject. 

 Paper documents, other printed materials, and CDs will not be considered. 

 Your email message itself will not be considered as part of your application, therefore do not include 

any materials (photos, texts, etc.) in the email but rather use attachments. If you want to provide links 

to a website, YouTube, Dropbox or similar, please create and attach a separate Word document with 

such links. 

 All instructions given in the PPF should be closely followed. 

 

If you have any questions on how to accurately complete and send the PPF, do not hesitate to contact us. 

 

By sending the PPF you agree to the Ars Ramovš Institute being allowed to post any received materials and 

information on its website and use it in its other communication tools. The only information that cannot be 

publicly disclosed is the grey coloured fields under section B.2. ARTISTS, section C.3. REPRESENTATIVE 

and all fields marked as NFPD (not for public disclosure). 

 

Programmes that receive a positive review will be included in concert programme proposals that we present 

to local communities for our next and further festival editions. 

 

Seviqc Brežice Team 

Ars Ramovš Institute, SI-1000 Ljubljana, Slovenska cesta 1 

+386 1 242 0812, info@k-ramovs.si 
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